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Abstract 
Much of the target diagnostics data from the ARGUS laser are acquired through a 

CAMAC interface system, including equipment on a CAMAC serial highway. A scheme has 
been developed which allows a very general capability for dynamically defining the 
experimental configuration such that the serial highway is -ivisible to the control
ling program. High level language software compiles the exi tence of each experi
mental entity in the system. As the position and descriptio: of each module is 
defined, a software structure is built, with each entry conti:ning the information 
to be provided to the CAMAC handlers during operation of the quipment. Provision 
is made to allow tight loops at the lowest software level for critical high speed 
data acquisition. Currently, the serial highway is operated at a one megabit rate, 
allowing 24 bit CAMAC words to be transferred at a 5 KHz rate. 

Many installations throughout the world are using CAMAC hardware for data 
acquisition and process control in a wide variety of disciplines. One of the reasons 
for this is that the hardware specifications for CAMAC are well defined1' * and 
not dependent on the higher level hardware to which the data eventually goes (e.g. 
computers, printers, graphics devices). Though the hardware enjoys well defined 
design criteria, the software is currently in a far lesser state of definition. 
Concensus among CAMAC users indicates that due to the wide variety of hardware 
modules designed to fit the system, generalized software to drive a diverse set of 
hardware is exceedingly difficult to implement. Several noble attempts have been 
made to organize and standardize CAMAC software. These efforts have produced a 
MACRO-language named IML, and at a lower level, a set of subroutines which will 
sequentially send CAMAC instructions, according to a stored sequence in the computer. 

The purpose of this paper is to present a different approach, which the authors 
feel has the potential of being general, and allowing more complete flexibility in 
usi ig CAMAC hardware, including modules on the CAMAC serial highway. 

Some of the words used in CAMAC terminology can lead to confusion because they 
conflict with similar words in computer terminology. Before embarking on a descrip
tion of the CAMAC system an attempt will be made to minimize confusion by defining a 
set of terms for usage in this paper. 

CRATE (C) - A hardware device specified in detail in Government document USAEC 
TID 25875. A crate consists of a box with 25 addressable stations. 
Stations 24 and 25 are reserved for a "crate controller" which is 
responsible for all communications between modules, and which can 
issue standard commands to control data transmitted. Each of the 

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Energy Research and 
Development Administration under contract No. W-7405-Eng.-48. 
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remaining stations accept any of a wide variety of commercially 
available CAHAC modules. 

STATION (N) - A particular one of the 23 free slots in the crate described above 
SUB-ADDRESS (A) - Associated with each station is the ability for a module to use up 

to 16 registers to set-up and perform its task. The particular 
register addressed in a given command is called the sub-address (A) 

CAMAC LOCATION - Any of the 23 x 16 possible registers within a crate may be address
ed by specifying the crate, station, and subaddress (CNA) of the 
desired register. The given values for C, N, and A specify a 
CAHAC location 

CAMAC COMMAND - Each of the CAMAC locations may respond to any of 32 possible 
function codes (F). A CAMAC cycle is initiated by specifying 
C, N, A, and F (CNAF) 

MODULE - A hardware device designed to perform a specific task, and con
forms to CAMAC standards. A module may occupy 1, 2, or 3 stations, 
and control or accept data from one or several devices outside of 
the crate. An example of a module is an analog-to-digital convert
er. Note that a module is not in any way dependent on which sta
tion it resides. 

DIRECT CRATE - A crate for which the crate controller is also an interface 
directly into a computer capable of driving the system. Such a 
crate controller is called a "type A-l" crate controller 

SERIAL HIGHWAY - A method of implementing a multicrate system. A serial highway 
driver exists as a module in a crate. Upon command from the crate, 
the serial highway driver will generate a serial highway command to 
which one of up to 62 serially connected crates will respond. A 
crate on the serial highway is controlled by a type L-l serial 
highway crate controller. 
A specific way of operating a given module. Any module is used by 
submitting a specified sequence of commands to it. Some modules 
may be used in different ways for various applications, or may be 
operated in different modes. » "module type" will refer to a 
particular usage of the module, and is associated with the soft
ware commands to use the module in that way. 
A method of operating up to seven crates from a single computer 
interface, via a branch driver, over a branch highway. 
A module may, during its operation, request service by asserting 
its associated "LOOK-AT-ME" signal in the crate. The crate recog
nizes this signal, and can interrupt the computer to provide the 
necesary service. 

MODULE TYPE 

BRANCH 

LAM 
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HANDIER - A low level software routine which contains the details and 
commands to drive a unit of hardware attached to the .;ystem. 

The scope of application for the CAHAC package described in this paper includes 
direct crates and serial highways only. Within this scope the CAMAC software pack
age described below provides the following features 

• modules of types known to the software may be added, removed or moved within 
the CAMAC system. The new locations or deletions roust only be noted by 
operator command. 

• crates may be added or removed in a completely general way. Such changes are 
noted in a table maintained either by operator command or by hard-coding at 
the highest level 

• once the crate and station location of a module are made known to the soft-
wire by the operator, the system will automatically know hew to handle that 
nodule whether the host crate is direct or on the serial highway. 

. there is great flexibility in the highest level software to define the CAHAC 
system configuration and operation in many ways. The configuration may be 
defined in some logical representation of the hardware, saved and quickly 
operated upon; or one high level code may generate and edit configuration 
files, while another code may take action upon those files. 

Needless to say, no system, no matter the benefits, is without some detractions. 
This package is no exception. Known weakness are as follows: 

• It is difficult to efficiently implement modules when several modules in 
different CAHAC locations must work in concert with one another. Module 
handlers may be programed to use relative station positions, but this 
action removes some of the flexibility of the overall construction. 

• Currently, this software does not utilize CAMAC LAM signals other than to 
respond to a system trigger from crate #1 only (see system configuration 
Figure 2 ). 

In constructing this CAMAC software package, consideration was given to mobility of 
between high level languages, and between various systems. Keeping this in mind, 
the package building blocks are described in the following section. 

CAMAC SOFTWARE PACKAGE CONSTRUCTION 
I. Configuration Builder (ADAS/1) 

At the highest level is the software which is responsible for obtaining and 
maintaining the CAMAC configuration, in addition to controlling the system action 
flow during set-up, data acquisition, and post-acquisition phases. Several funda
mental elements are required to perform these tasks in a flexible way. First, an 
operator command language rust be implemented to allow an operator to describe the 
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physical CAMAC configuration to the software, and to edit the corresponding logical 
configuration within the computer. Next, must exist a logical structure which can 
represent the physical configuration, and which can be constructed from the inform
ation provided by the operator. Lastly, given the configuration, the program flow 
must have the facility to allow operation of the system in the desired way. 

On the ARGUS Data Acquisition System (ADAS) this high level software package 
is written in BASIC and is called ADAS-1 configuration builder. The operator 
command language allows system definition statements such as 

ADD: 3, 15, BIATOD, 96 which is interpreted to mean: add to the logical 
structure the Bi-Ra A/D residing in crate 3, station 15. 96 consecutive 
multiplexed channels are to be acquired. 

Likewise, 

DELETE: 3, "-5 would mean that the module which resides at crate 3 station 
15 should M deleted from the logical configuration (though not necessarily 
from the physical configuration). 

A complete sei. of such conmands allows a complete system definition and maintenance 
capability. *' 

As the.'operator executes conmands, the configuration builder gathers the inform
ation, and-fconstructs an internal representation. Though a wide variety of such 
logical structures could have been implemented, the form shown in Figure was 
chosen si ice it closely resembles the form of the real hardware. The central entity 
of the er.tire CAMAC package must be the end-product of whatever structure is chosen; 
a block jf info."mation loosely called a "node". There is at least one node for each 
module in the system. If equipment is multiplexed onto one module, there may be 
several nodes associated with that module. The reason for ths node's importance is 
that thi; information within the node ties a module-type to a CAMAC location and 
further, is the only tie to the lower level software which knows how to handle 
various module types, and which actually initiates CAMAC cycles. Indeed, these low 
level routines obtain all the information they require from the node. As shown in 
Figure 3, some of the information contained in the node includes: 

• CAMAC location 
• Module type 
• Amount of data to acquire 
• Address of data array 
• Flags to indicate 

• 16 bit or 24 bit data transfers 
• whether to acquire consecutive data points from the same or sequential 

CAMAC locations 
• priority - some devices collect volatile data, and must receive 

immediate attention. 
i. A dynamic grouping of information which is modified and used by the 
J low level handlers. These include 

i 

i 
s 
I 
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• CAMAC function code 
• CAMAC operational status 
• ERRORS 
• data counts 
Once the logical structure has been completed, and a node exists for each mod

ule of interest, the operator may excercise commands to initialize all or any CAMAC 
modules, acquire test data, scale particular portions of the data, or enable 
system for an event. For example, the command INIT: all will cause an initialization 
sequence in preparation for data acquisition to be sent to all modules in the system. 
The command INIT: 3, 15 will cause initialization of whatever module resides in 
crate 3, station 15. Likewise, the command TEST: all will cause test data to be ac
quired from all modules. The command ENABLE: will initialize all modules, and 
enable the system for a laser event. 

Upon the occurrence of a laser event, a LAM signal is generated in the master 
crate, causing an interrupt to the computer. Within the interrupt routine, a pass 
is made through all nodes, searching for high priority modules requiring Immediate 
attention. When all such volatile data has been acquired, the high level code again 
gets control, and a more leisurely search is made to acquire the remaining data 
safely stored in CAMAC module registers. 
II. Interface to the Lower Level 

In order for the low level software handlers to be self contained, and not 
dependent on the high-level code (such as the configuration builder), there must be 
an interface package which passes arguments between the hic;i level and the low level. 
Since all nf the information of interest resides in the ncd'e, the principle argument 
to the low level is a pointer to the specific node to be executed. 

Several entry points may be used into the interfere routir>» to establish one of 
several ways a module may be used. For example, a given module may use a sequence 
of commands for initialization prior to data acquisition, and another sequence of 
commands to acquire the data. 
III. The "Low-Level" 

At the lowest level of the package resides the heart of the operation. This 
coding obtains all of its information from the given node, and so is completely 
independent of any higher level operations. Further, all the details about how to 
use the modules, and indeed how to drive the CAMAC system reside here. Several 
different logical blocks (see Figure t ) comprise this package: 

Each module type in the system has a corresponding software handler.. Each such 
handler "knows" the sequences of CAMAC commands for the various means of operation 
for that module. At any step of a particular operation, the module handler may set
up certain dynamic locations in its node, and directly call the CAMAC handler to per
form a string of commands. As new types of modules are added to the system, the 
corresponding handlers must be addad to tne software, along with the additional 
linkages to that software. 
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The command sequence interpreter is given a string of CAMAC commands in the 
form of function codes and subaddresses. This command String is interpreted, and 
sequentially, all the necessary set-up to the dynamic portion of the node is per
formed, and control given to the CAMAC handlers tf perform the indicated commands. 

The CAMAC handler resides at the iowest level, and is responsible for issuing 
commands to the CAMAC hardware. If the indicated module resides on the serial high
way, the CAMAC command is intercepted, and buried into a set of new commands to 
utilize the serial highway driver. 

ht this low level, provision is made to use the equipment in one of two modes; 
a specified number of data points may be acquired in a tight loop either by using 
the same CAMAC address, or by sequentially incrementing the CAMAC address until the 
"Q" signal returns indicating the last point for that module. In this way data may 
be acquired at 20 usee per point on a direct crate, or at 202 usee per point for a 
crate on the serial highway. These times are limited in the first case, by the soft
ware loop, since a cycle time on a direct crate is 1 microsecond, and by the serial 
highway hardware in the second case, since the software waits for a serial highway 
reply before continuing to the next command. 

The CAMAC handler coding is, of cours», dependent on the computer interface, 
and must be re-written to incorporate the specifictions of a different interface 
to GAMAC. 

Implementation of CMAC at ILL ARGUS LASER 
At Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, the CAMAC software described above has been 

implemented to acquire various types of data from fusion targets shot with the 
ARGUS laser. The hardware configuiation is shown in Figure 2, and consists of a 
PDP 11/40 computer directly interfaced to two main crates with Kinetic Systems 
3911-A crate controllers. One of these crates contains several Analog-to-digital 
converters to sample a series of 96 sample-and-hold modules connectad to instrumen
tation on the target chamber. The other crate holds a Kinetic Systems 3992 Serial 
Highway driver, and so hosts a serial highway. To achieve electrical isolation 
from the target room, the serial highway cemmunications take place via an optical 
link at a 1 megabit transmission rate. One of the crates on the serial highway re
sides in the neutron time-of-flight room, a'.' acquires dati from several Tektronix 
7912 transient digitizers. 

The software which controls and operates the system is as follows: 
Operating system - REBEL3 

High Level language - REBEL/BASIC3 

Application - ADAS/1, as previously described 
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The Future 
The ARGUS laser is committed to the htavy u>3age of CAMAC equipment for much of 

the data acquisition. It appears as though the SHIVA laser, representing the next 
generation of laser technology, will rely on CAMAC to even a greater degree than the 
ARGUS laser. It 1s highly worthwhile, therefore, to Invest a reasonably thorough 
development of CAMAC software. 

Currently, effort is being dedicated to correct the largest deficiency in the 
available package; LAM processing must be handled in a general way before this CAMAC 
package can become widely useful. Much of the difficulty arises from the inability 
of high level languages to handle asynchronous "events". For example, in BASIC, an 
"ON EVENT" statement could provide the necessary tool to allow the desired LAM 
processing. 

In addition, efforts are underway to allow REBEL/BASIC to run with DEC'S RSX 
11-M real-time operating system, and to develop a "compiler" to ingest a file of 
operator commands from which to generate a file of module nodes for various codes, 
as scheduled by the RSX 11-M system, to act upon. 
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